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About This Game

Introduction

Shout out to all racing fans! ‘KART CHASER: THE BOOST’ has finally made it to the VR world!
Immerse yourself in the virtual reality world, take the wheel and feel the thrill of the most realistic kart racing that

you've ever seen!

VR Support

1. HTC VIVE
2. Oculus Rift

Features

1. Boost & Drift!
: Enjoy your ultimate race with unstoppable Boost and Drifts!

2. Choose and test your skill on 13 breathtaking tracks
: Wild West, Big Whale, Greeks, Tunnel Trail, Cat Pharaoh, Drift’s Cliff, and much more! All with unique characteristic and

atmosphere!
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3. Challenge and unlock the supercars of your dream!
: Robust-Steer, T-Gallop, V-Alien, Le Classic M7-Jet, Sports M2-ACC, De Forme, you name it!

4. Balance your speed and item strategy to conquer the "Item Rush"!
: Being the fastest is not enough! acquire and strategically use the item to manipulate the result of the race!

5. Take control of your speed and dominate the "Time trials"!
: Master the control of your speed and set the new record as the world fastest KART CHASER!

The new generation of kart racing where imagination meets reality!

More information here!
http://www.kartchaser.com/
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Title: KART CHASER : THE BOOST VR
Genre: Casual, Racing, Sports
Developer:
YJM VR
Publisher:
YJM GAMES
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel I3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 900 MB available space

English
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No players or bots in game Refund it. I used to play this many years ago and I remembered pretty good, but it hasn't aged very
well for me, too large maps, poor AI, unintuitive, key bindings are aweful and there are a lot of them which I don't know what
they do at all (arrows to move really?).

I must say that the weapons selection is a good touch on variety, the fact that you can make your character is nice, and the
graphics are good (of course being a game of the late 90's), but the gameplay isn't fun for me.

Again, this is only my opinion. Newcomers probably won't enjoy this game nor the second one.. This expansion breaks your
heart, if you've played the original Heroes V game (which itself was fantastic and a classic). In fact, both this and the Hammers
of Fate expansion break your heart in what they did to wrap up the soap opera storyline and characters.

But the alternative faction and a few added spells were actually super cool and still had their flair of originality, and the
creatures were super exciting. This game definitely expands the lore of the original Heroes V set-up.

Plus, the random map generator for skirmishes is a super neat addition to always crank out new scenarios and duels. But, the
Hammers of Fate expansion already had this addition, so it is not strictly from this expansion.

The music is also the same caliber as from the first game with some new additional themes for Arantir and Gotai Khan.

Once again, the few hours this game was played on steam belies the how many hours I played this game as a child.. Was a lot of
fun! Was able to finish the entire thing in one sitting, and felt sad when I did because I wanted to keep playing!

The puzzles weren't too hard to figure out, but some took more time then others, and it was fun to have to think about it! :D.
The control scheme is madness.

w,a,s,d - forward, back, and strafe
arrow keys - forward, back, and strafe
number keys - hotkeys (skills include basic attack)
click mouse 1 - interact with objects (no attack) (unchangable)
hold mouse 1 - pivot camera with mouse (does not turn character) (unchangable)
hold mouse 2 - rotate character with mouse (unchangable)
I - hides HUD

No idea how to open an inventory page or manipulate the hotkey abilities.

Movement is clunky as heck. I just want my character to be able to turn without me having to hold down the right mouse button
for how many hours long this game is.

I'd make some joke about a game called "Spellbind" barely having enough changable keybinds, but I just can't care anymore..
Very addicting game with deep strategy and a real challenge in the higher difficulties. Try beating zombie chicken invasion on
hard.. One of those "always moving forward" turn-based battle formation games. Pretty lame.. It's good!

It is quite good actually. Unlike the other popular rougelikes, you cannot sit idle and farm like crazy in this game. You have an
urgency to get to the end of the level before long or bad things happen to you, which I enjoy. I have not played too much at this
point but from what I have seen, the weapon\/armor sets are exactly the same in every playthrough. This is not a bad thing
however, as the game presents you with a lot of items with drastically different effects. And the ability to change
items\/weapons\/armors at will once you get them, creates an amazing utility that doesn't exist anywhere else.

While I believe the game can be further improved with the addition of randomness to the enemy spawn and other small fine
tunings, the game at this point is fully fleshed out and complete.

As for the price, I think 9 dollars is more than fair for this game. It offers numerous replayability options and probably over 50
hours of gameplay before being any kind of bored. Which better than anything I can say for the most A+ titles.
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Buy it, no brainer.. It is lik Goat sim but so much betta (and not like goat sim). I loved being able to play as all of Nancy's
friends!
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This game has somewhat good illustrations (although quite pixelated) and music. However, there is no way to figure out what to
do in the game or what everything means. I tried to read the "Help" section and immediately got a headache from the pixelated
writing over blended background colours. Can't recommend this one.. Lived in South Florida for 10 years. This route looks very
real, Love the scenery.....A really big negative if you want to use Quck Drive, however, is it doesn't work on this route. Your
train is placed in the opposite direction that you want to go, which makes Quick Drive unuseable. This is easily fixable my
editing the Quick Driver scenario stating at West Palm southbound and turning the direction marker around. Search the forum
for a thread on how to fix this.. This was a fantastic adventure. The unique art style, funny dialogue, and surreal events
occurring throughout promise an amazing series. I can't wait to play more of these games.. As others pointed out I wish I could
also submit a neutral review. As I'm mixed between an awesome upcoming game and a grind fest you have to pay to reduce
such.

The overall game elements are great and I can't wait see what more the devs add. it's still early and they have good potential
ahead.

I'm really hoping they change the direction of the IAP route. I want to see this game succeed but I can guarantee you if they go
down the route it's on now they will fail hard. The community is just too small for this in general, you will be eaten alive.

I think the base game is worth the 30 bucks and I overall enjoy the game. For this I give a thumbs up. If the direction of the IAP
does not change to make it less of a grind fest to proceed. I'll have to change my review. Here us hoping in a month or less it still
stays blue.. With low profile PC and no steering wheel it's littleb it boring. Keep developing the game, then it can be pretty
good.. good local player fun. felt nice and old school at times. some really solid events, some less so. agree that it would be nice
to see a couple more events make it into the game. paid full price $17.49 CDN... and while that may be a bit high normally, it
hit the mark for the crew that played it for the session that we did. if that makes sense. in other words, we had a lot of fun.

and we'll be playing it again.

i recommend.

and really, i've paid more for a double at an airport bar... and that cocktail was much more fleeting.... If I was to meme about
this game, I'd call it the Dark Souls of puzzle platformers (or maybe I just suck).

Either way, it is extremely cute and the backstory pieces you can collect are very interesting as well. Despite having no spoken
dialogue, the characters are expressive and loveable as well. It is definitely worth all the deaths.. Puzzler World is not ground
breaking, it doesn't look spectacular and the music is a bit annoying but if you are just looking for some classic puzzles then you
can't go wrong with this game. What the game gives you that the magazine does not are of useful hints when you need them, but
only if you have enough hint tokens that are earned through completing puzzles. You also get way more puzzles than would fit in
a magazine and if you pick it up on sale it will cost less than one too.

If you are expecting an innovative masterpiece that will challenge you then you can give this a pass, if you want something to
waste a few minutes now and then to keep your mind engaged then I can recommend this game to you.
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